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Abstract

Ultrathin porous materials, such as zeolite nanosheets, are prominent candidates for per-

forming catalysis, drug supply, and separation processes in a highly efficient manner due to

exceptionally short transport paths. Predictive design ofsuch processes requires the applica-

tion of diffusion equations that were derived for macroscopic, homogeneous surroundings to

nanoscale, nano-structured host systems. Therefore, we tested different analytical solutions of

Fick’s diffusion equations for their applicability to methane transport into two different zeolite

nanosheets (AFI, LTA) under instationary conditions. Transient molecular dynamics simula-

tions provided hereby concentration profiles and uptake curves to which the different solutions

were fitted. Two central conclusions were deduced by comparing the fitted transport coeffi-

cients. First, the transport can be described correctly only if concentration profiles are used

and the transport through the solid-gas interface is explicitly accounted for by the surface per-

meability. Second and most importantly, we have unraveled asize limitation to applying the

diffusion equations to nanoscale objects. This is because transport-diffusion coefficients,DT,

and surface permeabilities,α , of methane in AFI become dependent on nanosheet thickness.

Deviations can amount to factors of 2.9 and 1.4 forDT andα , respectively, when, in the worst

case, results from the thinnest AFI nanosheet are compared with data from the thickest sheet.

We present a molecular explanation of the size limitation that is based on memory effects of

entering molecules and therefore only observable for smooth pores such as AFI and carbon

nanotubes. Hence, our work provides important tools to accurately predict and intuitively un-

derstand transport of guest molecules into porous host structures, a fact that will become the

more valuable the more tiny nanotechnological objects get.
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Introduction1

Fueled by recent synthesis breakthroughs,1 nano-scale objects, such as nanosheets,1–5nanoflakes,62

and nanotubes,7 have attracted the attention of many scientists and engineers in the past decade.3

The interest is based mainly on two factors. On the one hand, the materials forming nanoobjects4

serve as catalysts,1 drug supply systems,2 adsorbents,3 energy storage media,4,5 thermoelectric5

elements,6 and gas sensing devices,7 thus opening abundant application possibilities. On the other6

hand, fabricating the materials as small as possible is critical to almost any of the processes to be7

performed as efficient as possible. This is because molecular transport of guest species – react-8

ants/products,1,8 drugs,2 dyes,3 ions,4,5 and gas molecules,7 – into or through the solid turns out9

to be a crucial, if not the rate-limiting step7,8 of many of the above processes. Reducing the dimen-10

sions of the porous host structure and thereby the diffusionpath of the guest species is therefore the11

most direct means to increase apparent reaction rates,1,8 decrease detection7 and recharge5 times,12

and thus optimize the process efficiency.4
13

Transport into porous materials9–11 is usually described by Fick’s laws12
14

j(z) = −DT ×
dc(z)

dz
(1)

∂c(t,z)
∂ t

= DT×
∂ 2c(t,z)

∂ z2 (2)

These well-known equations connect the transport flux,j, with the driving force,−dc(z)/dz, via15

the transport-diffusion coefficient,DT, state how concentration fluctuations decay with timet, and16

are strictly speaking valid for constant diffusivities only. While special transport problems might17

require suitable extensions and adaptations, for example,Maxwell-Stefan formulation for multi-18

component diffusion13 and extra adsorption terms for strongly interacting guest-host systems,14
19

single-component transport of hydrocarbons into zeolitesis well described by Fick’s laws.9,11
20

However, since these equations were derived under specific assumptions15 and applied to rather21

large crystals9–11 two critical issues appear for novel nano-scale host structures.22

The first one is a consequence of the host materials’ periodicstructure, where we will focus on23
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zeolites in the following. The discrete subunits that buildup the host crystal (i.e., cages of the unit24

cell) contrast a main assumption upon which the diffusion equations were derived:15 a structureless25

homogeneous continuum. However, as long as the host structure is large, ideally consisting of an26

infinite number of cages, previous efforts, by means of simulations13 and experiments,9–11 have27

shown that the conventional equations are well applicable to describe guest molecule transport.28

But what happens when the size of the material leaves the macro and microscale to reach just some29

nanometers? Are the diffusion equations still valid and reliable at this small scale?30

Second, the role of the interface between gas space and “bulk” host interior is often assumed31

to be negligible. In this respect, cases have been identifiedwhere the interface exhibited very32

similar10,11 transport characteristics as the bulk host structure, influenced only by the number of33

blocked pore entrances.11 However, we have recently shown16 that this is not generally true. The34

transport coefficient at the interface, the so-called surface permeabilityα, varied in a distinctly35

different manner with loading in our study than the diffusivity.16 So, in which cases does the36

surface permeability correlate with the diffusion coefficient?17 And, is this relevant to processes37

implementing nanosheets or ultrathin membranes?18
38

Given the problems outlined, here we test the validity of Fick’s diffusion equations and their39

existing analytical solutions to guide future process design improvements in nanotechnology. For40

this purpose, the dynamics of methane transport into initially empty zeolite nanosheets was studied41

until saturation was reached. Transient molecular dynamics simulations19 were employed, and we42

focused on three factors:43

1. type of analytical solution of diffusion equations (local vs integral),44

2. role of boundary conditions (surface-barrier effects),and45

3. influence of sheet thickness (“nano effect”).46

Two zeolite types were investigated: an AFI-type zeolite (Figure 1a) with smooth one-dimensional47

channels, and an LTA zeolite which possesses bulky cages connected via narrow pore windows48

(Figure 1c). The respective external surfaces of the two zeolites are depicted in Figure 1b and d.49
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Figure 1: Representations of zeolite nanosheets investigated and their external surface: AFI (a,b)
and LTA (c,d). Schemes illustrating the alternating GCMC-MD procedure in a transient molecular
dynamics calculation (e) and important spatial regions (f): The hypothetical gas reservoir (1) ex-
changes molecules with the control volume [CV (2)] via GCMC trials to maintain CV’s chemical
potential because once outside the CV (3) the molecules cannot be deleted from the box anymore.
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Methodology50

Transient molecular dynamics (TrMD), which is also referred to as non-equilibrium molecular dy-51

namics (NEMD),19 represents a subtype of conventional equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD).20
52

Both simulation methods determine the evolution of a many-molecule system via numerical solu-53

tion of Newton’s equations of motion.21 The difference lies in the fact that TrMD allows for a54

varying number of molecules,N, in the simulation box whereasN is strictly constant in EMD.55

Variation of the number of molecules is achieved by executing, in an alternating manner, con-56

ventional MD integration steps and Grand-Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) trials, as depicted in57

Figure 1e. Importantly, all molecules are subject to MD irrespective of their positions (Figure 1f).58

However, molecules are restricted to be inserted into and deleted from a specific region of the sim-59

ulation box via GCMC: the control volume (CV). GCMC trials mimic therefore exchange with a60

hypothetical, infinite gas reservoir whose chemical potential, µres, is identical to the one imposed61

on the control volume,µcv. Thus, the control volume is automatically replenished with molecules62

once too many have left the CV to maintainµcv. Molecules outside the CV may now enter the63

zeolite that was initially empty.64

In the present paper, the gradual filling of the nanosheet with methane molecules is monitored65

in two ways during a TrMD simulation. First, concentration profiles, c(ti,zk), are determined66

across the sheet (i.e., alongz) at successive timesti. This approach will be referred to aslocal67

in the remainder. Second, an uptake curve,16,22,23m(ti), is calculated on the basis of the con-68

centration profiles which describes the increase of the total mass adsorbed inside the nanosheet69

as a function of time. Since an uptake curve is, by definition,spatially not resolved we call it70

an integral approach to monitor the transport process. Notice that suchintegral solutions of the71

diffusion equations are important because they are centralfunctions in both diffusion experiment72

evaluation22 and process design.23,24More details on the simulations19 and an in-depth discussion73

about the models used25–29 are presented in the Supporting Information (SI1 and SI2.1). It is, at74

this point, important to emphasize that molecular simulations are the methods of choice for this75

study. To the best of our knowledge, there is presently no measurement technique that has both the76
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necessary spatial and temporal resolution to directly monitor local molecular uptake inside porous77

nanosheets and thus being capable of checking the validity of Fick’s diffusion equations for guest78

transport into nano-scale host materials. Furthermore, note that the here employed computation-79

ally demanding non-equilibrium methodology19 and a similar approach30 have so far been used80

to assess surface transport resistances only. Hence, the crucial difference to previous works19,30 is81

the simultaneous occurrence of surface and intracrystalline transport resistances.82

Figure 2: Relative concentration profiles,c(t,z)/cfinal, and the resulting uptake curve,m(t)/mfinal,
from transient MD (dots connected with solid lines in a and b)for methane entering a 10.2 nm AFI
nanosheet at 300 K. Acceptable noise was achieved by performing 40 independent transient MD
runs over which the profiles were averaged. Therefore, colored domains indicate the statistical
spread. Grey solid lines in Figure 2a represent the best fit ofeq 4 by variation ofDloc

T,eff to the

TrMD data whereas dashed lines correspond to results of fittingc-profiles viaα loc andDloc
T (eq 5).

Likewise, the grey line in Figure 2b is the result of fitting the uptake curve viaDint
T,eff to the TrMD

curve (eq 6), and the dashed line is the best fit of eq 7 by variation of α int andDint
T . The parameter

spaces,σrel(DT,α), for the solutions with surface permeability are highlighted in parts c and d.
They depict the agreement between TrMD data and analytical solutions of the diffusion equations
in dependence of parametersDT andα. Red areas indicate good agreement whereas black regions
correspond to large deviations.

Figure 2 shows typical concentration profiles (a) and an uptake curve (b), both obtained from83
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TrMD simulations of methane entering aδ =10.2 nm thick AFI sheet (dots connected with lines).84

The temperature was 300 K and the chemical potential in the control volume corresponded to85

10 bar of gas-phase pressure. The concentration profiles andthe uptake curve from TrMD were86

then used to fit analytical solutions of the diffusion equations provided by Crank for a plane87

sheet.15 Two analytical solutions were investigated per approach (i.e., local viac-profiles and88

integral via uptake curves) which differed in their boundary conditions. The first one assumes89

that the transport at the solid-gas interface proceeds extremely fast such that the final equilibrium90

concentration,cfinal, is attained instantaneously at the sheet boundaries. In that case, a single para-91

meter, the effective transport-diffusion coefficientDT,eff, describes the entire process. The second92

boundary condition models finite transport through the solid-gas boundary layer by introducing a93

second transport parameter in addition to the transport-diffusivity DT: the surface permeabilityα.94

It links the instantaneous guest flux,j(t,±δ/2), at timet across the boundary layers atz =±δ/295

(right and left sheet surfaces) with the driving concentration difference via96

j(t,±δ/2) = α × [c(t,±δ/2)− cfinal]. (3)

Four analytical solutions were hence investigated in this work.15
97

Concentration profiles derived by neglecting surface barriers at the sheet entrances represent98

the first type of analytical solutions investigated:99

c(t,z)
cfinal

= 1−
4
π

∞

∑
i=0

{

(−1)i

2i+1
×exp[−Dloc

T,eff(2i+1)2π2t/δ 2]×cos
(2i+1)πz

δ

}

(4)

whereδ is the thickness of the nanosheet. Note that superscripts oftransport coefficients indicate100

in the following the solution type to which the coefficients were fitted (concentration profiles: “loc”101

for local; uptake curves: “int” for integral). Furthermore, subscript “eff” signifies cases in which102

the diffusion coefficients capture in effect both transportresistance types: diffusion barriers caused103

by the repetitive zeolite structure31,32and surface barriers at the zeolite-gas boundary layer.16,23,33
104

Concentration profiles (superscript “loc”) derived with the surface-barrier boundary condition105
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by introduction ofα are the second type of solutions:106

c(t,z)
cfinal

= 1−
∞

∑
i=1

{

2L×exp[−γ2
i Dloc

T t/(δ/2)2]

(γ2
i +L2+L)cosγi

×cos[γiz/(δ/2)]

}

(5)

Here,γi is the i-th positive root ofγ tanγ = L with L = (δ/2)α loc/Dloc
T where we have omitted107

superscript “loc” ofγ andL in eq 5 for reasons of clarity.108

Uptake curves (superscript “int”) derived by neglecting surface barriers at the sheet entrances109

(subscript “eff”) represent the third analytical solutiontype110

m(t)
mfinal

= 1−
∞

∑
i=0

8×exp[−Dint
T,eff(2i+1)2π2t/δ 2]

(2i+1)2π2 (6)

wheremfinal denotes the final mass after saturation of the nanosheet withguest molecules.111

Finally, uptake curves (superscript “int”) derived with the surface-barrier boundary condition112

are the fourth type of solutions:113

m(t)
mfinal

= 1−
∞

∑
i=1

2L2
×exp[−γ2

i Dint
T t/(δ/2)2]

γ2
i (γ2

i +L2+L)
(7)

where againγi is thei-th positive root ofγ tanγ = L, however, withL = (δ/2)α int/Dint
T .114

We have included the results of fitting the four different analytical solutions in Figure 2a and115

b for the given example. Parts c and d of Figure 2 highlight theparameter spaces of the analytical116

solutions with the surface-barrier boundary condition. That is, the averaged relative sample stand-117

ard deviation,σrel in [%], in dependence of transport coefficientsDT andα. The averaged relative118

sample standard deviation is hereby defined as119

σrel(D
loc
T ,α loc)/[%]≡ 100

√

√

√

√1/(NtNz)×
Nt

∑
i

Nz

∑
k

[

c(Dloc
T ,α loc, ti,zk)− c̄(ti,zk)

]2
/cfinal (8)

whereNt andNz denote respectively the (discrete) number of time instances and the number of120

points in the concentration profiles andc(Dloc
T ,α loc, ti,zk) the concentration value from the analyt-121
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ical solution (here: eq 5) at timeti and positionzk. Note that the corresponding concentration from122

TrMD is an average [¯c(ti,zk)] because 40 independent TrMD simulations were required to yield123

profiles with acceptable noise. The definition ofσrel for uptake-curve fitting is similar, with the124

difference that one does not need to average over spatial pointsNz:125

σrel(D
int
T ,α int)/[%]≡ 100

√

√

√

√1/Nt ×

Nt

∑
i

[

m(Dint
T ,α int, ti)− m̄(ti)

]2
/mfinal (9)

Results126

Figure 2 shows that the analytical solutions of the diffusion equations which are based exclus-127

ively on the effective diffusivity (grey solid lines in Figure 2a and b) cannot accurately reproduce128

neither the concentration profiles nor the uptake curve fromtransient MD. That is particularly129

evident at early stages and the outermost region of thec-profiles. The shortcoming of describing130

the TrMD data is quantitatively reflected in an increasing effective diffusivity with sheet thick-131

nessδ , as seen in Table 1, because diffusion coefficients must theoretically not depend on primary132

geometrical parameters. We observe an increasing diffusivity for both solution types, local and133

integral, and for both zeolites, AFI and LTA. Since it is well-known that adsorbate diffusion coef-134

ficients in zeolites can exhibit strong concentration dependencies13,28 we have determined meth-135

ane transport-diffusivities using conventional EMD simulations in periodic crystals (SI2.2). The136

transport-diffusivities were averaged over the concentration range relevant to our TrMD simu-137

lations (D̄T) and amounted to 755×10−10 m2/s and 9.2×10−10 m2/s for AFI and LTA, respect-138

ively. The effective diffusion coefficientsDloc
T,eff andDint

T,eff in Table 1 asymptotically approach the139

concentration-averaged values from EMD with increasing sheet thickness which proceeds faster140

for LTA than for AFI. Therefore, we conclude that the qualityof describing guest transport on141

the basis of diffusion coefficients alone, that is, by neglecting the influence of surface barriers alto-142

gether, worsens the smaller the host dimension becomes and the larger the average guest diffusivity143

is.144
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Those two analytical solutions that account for possible surface barriers through the surface145

permeabilityα yield excellent agreement with the simulation data (dashedlines in Figure 2a and146

b). In fact, the concentration profiles’ shape and evolution, very flat lines that gradually shift to-147

wards the equilibrium value, are already clear indicators of strong surface barriers,17 and they148

resemble profiles obtained from interference microscopy (IFM) experiments on giant crystals.10,11
149

The difference to the experiments lies in the complementarynature of the barrier types probed.150

While IFM measurements detect blocked pore entrances and therefore “departure” from the ideal151

crystal surface,10,11,17we measure crystal-structure inherent surface barriers.16 Importantly, both152

methods for assessing surface barriers have their drawbacks. IFM measurements alone cannot153

provide the reason to pore blockage (e.g. foreign matter, lattice dislocations, surface reconstruc-154

tion) and our results provide only a lower bound to surface barriers because of the highly idealized155

nature of the structures employed.156
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Table 1: Diffusion Coefficientsa and Surface Permeabilitiesb

δ Dint
T,eff σrel Dloc

T,eff σrel α int Dint
T σrel α loc Dloc

T σrel

[nm] [10−10m2/s] [%] [10−10m2/s] [%] [m/s] [10−10m2/s] [%] [m/s] [10−10m2/s] [%]
AFIc 2.6 38 6.6 43 16 10.8 15200 2.6 11.0 2319 3.9

5.1 73 5.5 78 16 13.6 328 1.9 11.1 1065 3.9
10.2 124 4.7 137 16 15.5 313 0.9 10.5 835 3.6
20.4 175 4.3 189 16 13.7 375 0.4 8.8 868 3.3
40.7 263 3.9 284 14 11.4 490 0.4 7.8 798 3.4

LTAd 4.8 1.29 9.4 1.40 11 0.200 8850 4.1 0.262 6.5 5.1
11.9 3.08 8.2 2.88 13 0.198 21900 2.2 0.294 10.5 4.3
26.1 4.94 5.2 4.61 11 0.210 18.1 0.8 0.340 8.9 3.6

aEMD: D̄T = 755×10−10 m2/s (AFI) and 9.2×10−10 m2/s (LTA); note that fitting eq 5 via a concentration-dependent
transport-diffusivity gives very similar values for̄Dloc

T (SI4). bMC: ᾱS= 7.6 m/s (AFI) and 0.383 m/s (LTA).cT=300 K, p(µcv)=10 bar.
dT=750 K, p(µcv)=100 bar; note that elevated temperature and pressure were required for TrMD simulations of CH4 in LTA as

discussed in SI1.1.

1
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Despite the good agreement between both analytical solutions using the surface-barrier bound-157

ary conditions and TrMD simulation data, the correspondingfitted transport coefficients reveal158

two peculiarities (Table 1). First, diffusion coefficientsdetermined by the integral solution deviate159

strongly from the EMD concentration-averaged value,D̄T, but, interestingly, in different manners160

for the two zeolites. In contrast to AFI, for which the fitted values (Dint
T ) are smaller than̄DT by161

a factor of two on the average, fitted LTA diffusivities are, on average, 1000 times larger than̄DT.162

Note that we considerDint
T obtained from the thinnest AFI sheet as an outsider for reasons given163

below (second peculiarity). However, using concentrationprofiles to describe the transport (Dloc
T )164

yields a good match between TrMD and EMD data. This implies that accurate modeling of guest165

transport into nano-scale host materials is achieved only by spatially resolved analytical solutions166

of the diffusion equations. The argument is all the more valid as we have similar indication from167

the surface permeability.168

Only recently, we have provided an accurate prediction of the surface permeability,16 αS, which169

applies to tracer-exchange and thus self-diffusion situations, hence subscript “S”. Using the data170

from ref 16 for AFI and calculating fresh tracer-exchange surface permeabilities for methane in171

LTA (SI3), we obtain concentration-averaged values,ᾱS, of 7.6 m/s and 0.383 m/s, being in good172

agreement with the values from fitting concentration profiles (α loc in Table 1). However, surface173

permeabilities from fitting uptake curves (α int) tend to over- and underrate the equilibrium sim-174

ulation predictionᾱS by average factors of 1.8 and 1.9 for AFI and LTA, respectively, which we175

regard as further evidence of the inappropriateness of using uptake curves.176

Finally, the parameter spaces are also indicative of the problem because a well-localized min-177

imum of σrel(Dloc
T ,α loc) is observed forc-profile fitting (orange region in Figure 2c). By contrast,178

the optimum parameter region of the integral solution is very flat and L-shaped, indeed stretching179

along the axis of both parameters as a red stripe in Figure 2d (note the several orders of magnitude180

displayed forDint
T ). Therefore, if one were to use integral analytical solutions of the diffusion181

equations to analyze guest transport data16,22 in nano-scale host objects by applying automatic182

optimization algorithms our results give clear evidence that care must be taken because such al-183
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gorithms are prone to oscillations in flat parameter spaces.184

The deficiency of uptake curves to accurately describe the transport progress into nanoscale185

objects may be grounded on the statistical noise of the TrMD data. Our previous work on tracer-186

exchange transport16 has shown that diffusivities and surface permeabilities are generally extract-187

able from uptake curves when the data exhibit virtually no statistical noise. The analysis of our188

TrMD simulations was indicative of decreasing noise with increasing sheet thickness. For this189

reason, we think that once the noise has fallen below a certain threshold it is possible that the190

transport coefficients obtained from uptake-curve and concentration-profile fitting, respectively,191

will agree with one another. This, however, would be observable above a “threshold” thickness192

only.193

Focusing in the remainder on the spatially resolved surface-barrier model for the reasons given194

above, the second peculiarity deduced from the fitted transport data lies in the following. AFI dif-195

fusion coefficients,Dloc
T , and surface permeabilities,α loc, distinctly decrease with increasing sheet196

thickness. They slowly approach the (concentration-wise averaged) values from EMD simulations197

where the deviation between the thinnest sheet and EMD values amount to factors of 3 and 1.5198

for Dloc
T andα loc, respectively. The diffusivity deviations are in fact suchstrong that, except for199

the thickest nanosheet, allDloc
T exceed the maximumDT from EMD in the concentration range200

of interest, which clearly highlights that the concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient201

cannot be the reason for the deviations. The trend is howeverentirely absent for LTA. In a previ-202

ous work,16 we have observed a similar decrease of methane-tracer diffusion coefficient with AFI203

sheet thickness. In that case, we could attribute the decrease to the influence of lower methane ad-204

sorption in the solid-gas interface region as compared to the adsorption in the bulk solid space.16,34
205

For this study, however, we circumvented this influence by excluding the interface region (external206

surface-adsorption layer and outermost zeolite cage) fromthe concentration profiles that were fit-207

ted to the analytical solutions (SI1.1). Therefore, the origin of decreasing diffusion coefficients in208

AFI must have other reasons. We hypothesize that this is indeed owing to the exceptionally thin209

host structure in conjunction with the shape of the pores.210
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To understand the mechanism behind our hypothesis, consider a single molecule entering an211

empty nanopore (Figure 3). That situation is encountered atearly stages in our TrMD simulations.212

In the case of LTA, a molecule that has just entered the first cage (Figure 3a) will immediately213

loose its memory where it came from because of high entropic diffusion barriers.31 The quick214

loss of memory is a prerequisite for applying random-walk theory on the length scale of a single215

zeolite cage. The smooth AFI pore shape (Figure 3b), on the other hand, does not cause as large216

diffusion barriers between adjacent cages as in LTA. Because of the low barriers which range217

around 1kBT ,28,32 the molecule is unlikely to equilibrate in the first cage and jumps immediately218

into the next cage and even further to undertake a cascade of jumps. As a result of these multi-219

jumps,32 the diffusivity, at low loading, is higher compared to free-energy barrier estimates. This220

phenomenon, called kinetic jump correlations,32,35 implies that whilst random walk theory is not221

applicable on the length scale of asingle cage it just takes the molecule more time and therefore222

a longer distance to loose its memory where it came from.36 Absence of any systematic deviation223

of the mean-squared displacement (MSD) from ideal self-diffusion behavior,28 that is, MSD∝ t,224

serves yet as strong evidence of the existence of an underlying Markovian chain onsome length225

scale. Obviously, the smallest sheet thicknesses used in our TrMD simulations are just within this226

“randomization” length scale because the first molecules entering the sheet at low concentrations227

do not have enough time to loose their memory. This gives riseto faster filling and thus larger228

diffusivities with decreasing sheet dimension. We attribute the similar though more subtle trend for229

the surface permeability,α loc, to exactly the same reason. Crucially, this “nano effect” manifests a230

size limitation to describing guest transport into porous materials with Fick’s laws in such a sense231

that the transport coefficients depend on the geometrical parameters of the host.232

As mentioned earlier, interference11 and infrared10,11 microscopy measurements have un-233

raveled that the transport-diffusivity and the surface permeability of hydrocarbons follow the same234

concentration dependence in the case of the metal-organic framework Zn(tbip) and zeolite AlPO4-235

LTA. However, we have recently shown16 that this correlation17 between the two transport coef-236

ficients is not unique. While the tracer-exchange surface permeability, αS, of methane in AFI237
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Figure 3: A molecule (red circle) looses its memory immediately provided it enters a cage-type
zeolite pore (a). If the pores are however rather smooth (b) the molecule will have a high likelihood
to perform a series of multi-jumps over several cages until it “forgets” where it came from.

increased with concentration, the self-diffusivity decreased.16 Here, we can directly compare the238

permeability-to-diffusivity ratio over concentration for AFI and LTA using the data from equilib-239

rium molecular simulations (SI3). As seen from Figure 4,αS correlates withDS in the case of LTA240

but not for AFI where the permeability is markedly smaller than the diffusivity. The correlation241

might lead to the impression that surface barriers are not important to methane transport into LTA242

nanosheets23 becauseαS andDS are alike. However, recall that increasing the thickness ofthe243

LTA nanosheet by a factor of 5.4 yields a 3.3 times larger effective transport-diffusivity (Table 1)244

which is still only half of the true transport-diffusivityDloc
T . Hence, accurate modeling of molecu-245

lar transport into nanosheets always needs to employ the surface-barrier boundary condition which246

is due only to the exceptional small thickness of the host material.247

Conclusions248

Three central consequences follow from our results to predictive process design where guest trans-249

port into nanoobjects plays a critical role. First, we have clearly shown the imperative of modeling250

transport with spatially-resolved models (c-profiles) that are grounded on an explicit description251

of the transport in the boundary layer between sheet and bulkfluid phase (α), irrespective of the252

guest-host match.23,29 Second, our work indicates that rapid equilibrium simulations can be used253

to predict both the diffusion coefficient13 and the surface permeability,16 provided that the sheet254
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Figure 4: Ratio of methane-tracer surface permeability,16 αS, to diffusivity, DS, normalized by
distancelcage and plotted as a function of relative concentration,ceq/cfinal, for the two zeolite
materials studied. Note that the subscript “eq” signifies that the data and thus the concentration
dependence was obtained from equilibrium molecular simulations and not from TrMD simulations.

thicknesses are larger than 100 nm or guest diffusivities lower than≈ 10−8 m2/s. Rare event tech-255

niques37 and histogram re-weighting methods38 may in this context be used to push the prediction256

range even further to cases of extremely high diffusion and surface barriers. This may ultimately257

permit automated39 high throughput in-silico screening studies40 to account also for (surface)258

transport influences. However, we need to point out that we have investigatedsingle-component259

transport only. Most applications2–5,7 have yet to deal with a mixture of various guest species. It260

will hence be necessary to test the applicability and predictability of the surface permeability in261

multi-component situations, too. Incorporation into the Maxwell-Stefan formulation8,13 seems to262

be a valuable starting point which, in our opinion, represents one of the future key challenges in263

diffusion theory in order to meet the needs of nanotechnology from a process design perspective.264

Third, we have detected a limitation to applying Fick’s lawsto nano-scale objects which is due265

to the combination of their exceptional size and memory effects of the diffusing guest molecules.266

Owing to the crucial role of nanopore shape, we expect that this phenomenon will be even stronger267

in carbon nanotubes than in the AFI-type zeolite studied here. This would, for example, imply268

that predictive design of future gas-sensing devices7 needs to account for CNT-length dependent269

diffusion coefficients, in the context of which transient molecular dynamics19 will be a useful270

complementary design tool.271
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